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Zephyr Cullen(6-6-95)
 
My name is Zephyr Cullen, I've been wrighting music lyrics and short stories
since I was 12. I'm a very shy, but out going person. I'm here to poste my work
to the world as my way of expressing my feelings without having to be known as
a person. Hopefully some can relate to my work, maybe others can find it
helpful.
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Color Me Emotionless
 
Color me the color of a black and white world,
Color me the color of that half dead girl,
Color me the color of the blood red ocean,
Color me the color of a world with out emotion,
Color me emotionless.
 
Zephyr Cullen
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Dark Angel Of Death
 
Fallen far from grace,
Far to far from home,
I stand here on this shaky ground,
Cold, afraid, and alone.
As I walk this weary land,
I think of who I am,
Where I belong,
Where I stand.
On these once god like feet,
I can bearly walk,
No balance to be found,
Only a ghost of who I mocked.
For the first time in my life,
I feel what seams to be fear,
No rest for my self,
Like the end is finaly near.
The darkness of the world,
It wraps around me it's wings,
I hold on to my self,
I don't know what this means.
Where have I fallen?
Where did my soul land?
Is this my own self belt hell?
Is this a helping hand?
Why do I feel safe,
In the dark mix of hate,
Is it the life that was chosen for me?
Is it my chosen fate?
The darkness take's over,
No more visions of there god,
Only me in the reflection,
No white dress, no angelic facade.
My once blond hair,
Turns black as coal,
Blue eyes turn a crimson red,
My pure soul so bland and cold.
Ash forms a black cloak,
A scythe by side,
I hear the screams of the living,
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I hear the crying of the ones who died.
Fallen far from grace,
Far to far from home,
As I stand on this shakey ground,
As death...I'll never be alone.
 
Zephyr Cullen
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Dark Stars.
 
I see dark stars in your eyes,
are they a reflection of my lies?
Can  you see right through me?
Can you see what my heart cries?
Will you still love me if you knew?
Will our love be little to few?
Can I still be in your arms?
Or will you be some one I once knew?
I can't understand my own words!
It's like my voice is still unheard..
Did the tower of babble fall again?
Is my eyes washing away the bluer?
I don't want you to walk away.
I still need some one who can save.
My angel in disguise my love of my lies.
When I'm frighten, I need you to be brave.
I still see dark stars in your eyes,
They are a reflection of my lies.
I know you can right through me.
You hear what my eyes cry.
Pick me up cause I can't breath.
Hold me up where I can see.
Love till I die?
make me be all I can be.
 
Zephyr Cullen
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Emerald And Zephyr
 
I guess this life has broke your heart
Thrown you around and ripped you apart
Please understand your not alone
You have my hand to call your own
I might not be much but I'll never leave your side
I'll hold you close and call you mine
I'll kiss you softly and stroke your hair
Scream with you to the top of the world 'this life isn't fair'
You mean more to me than I think you know
I'm sorry for mono tone in my voice emotion is hard to show
 
Your my life line, my candle for sight
You help heal the nightmares that kill me at night
Your the oxygen I breath, the flame to my fire
When I hear your voice, my smile gets brighter
Your the covers over my head when death screams my name
Your the overdosing pill that keeps a part of me sane
Your the walk up to my coma the cure for my cancer
If I'm a god in your eyes, then why are you my answer?
Your a life saver I owe you my all
My life is yours all you need to do is call
Your the love of my life I love you so much
A life with out you? I couldn't imagin such.
I love you.
 
Your the Emerald to my Sapphire world
I'll hold you close in my broken winds curled
I'll never forget the love we shair
What we have is our names just as rare. &lt;3
 
Zephyr Cullen
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How Far Would I Go?
 
As far as the sea,
As far as the sun,
As far as to the lost planets we have yet to find.
That's how far I would go,
That's how far I would run,
To find your love or for you to even give me a sign.
Fill me with sickness,
Send me to my death,
I'll rise above all just to make sure your okay.
Tell me you hate me,
Slap my face raw,
You'll see my love, you'll love me to one day.
 
Zephyr Cullen
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If Your Memories Left Me
 
If one day I woke up
And all my memory was gone
Not a trace of you left
How could I move on
No happness to smile for
No laughters to share
Nothing but an empty mind
And living only on a dare
No one to holed me
No sweet 'I love you' voice
A bullet and a trigger
And a one time choice
I would miss a warm embrace
One I couldn't place
My mind would start to panic
''something's been erased''
I would drive my self insaid
To find your puzzle piece
Search around the world
To find what's missing in me
So please never let me go
Not even for a night
The thought of you missing
Put terror in small fright
If one day I stay asleep
No movement or sign of life
It's because my memory forgot you
And I'm no longer alive.
 
Zephyr Cullen
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Jeff The Killer (A Dream To Sleep For)
 
I scream to the top of my lungs,
But it seams that no sound is made,
A silent scream from a nightmare,
That has long kept me awake.
I can't find my way out,
It's so dark in this house of chains,
No matter how far I run,
In the end my life is drained.
I look in the mirror,
No reflection my eyes see,
Untill a knife appears in my hand,
And in the mirror a bloody me.
A glasgow smile cut into my face,
My eyes as black a coal,
A lust for blood grows in side me,
My emotions come to a hold.
I brush my fingers a cross the smile,
My reflection laughs in greed,
'Arint I beautiful! ' He screams,
In an almost saddened plea.
I wake up in a shaking fear,
My windo opened a crack,
I stair intently into the darkness,
I see red eyes stairing back,
I pull the covers closer,
In cold sweat I began to weep,
As a heart stopping whisper fills the air,
'Go...To.. sleep'
 
Zephyr Cullen
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My Narsissist Heart
 
My heart begins to race,
like it's trying to run away,
from the truth that your not here,
That I couldn't make you stay.
It aches for your warmth,
for your sweet 'i love you' voice,
But I know you'll never be back,
It's up to you to make that choice.
I don't blame you for leaving,
I'm a narcissist by heart,
But for once I reconized my mistakes,
and i'm paying for it hard.
I truly miss you my love,
And I wish you were here,
But your forever gone now,
Just know my 'i love you's' were sincere.
My heart is racing faster,
It knows your love is lost,
I broke another fragle heart,
But for my hearts sake, at what cost..?
 
Zephyr Cullen
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Slenderman
 
No face to show emotion
No eyes to see you cry
He towers over you like the trees
He stalks you in the night
A suit as black as death
As if it morns something it self
for your funeral he dresses
To put another soul on his shelf.
Don't dare try to hide
It's usless to try to run
He'll chase you in the darnkess
If only for the fun
Some call him death
Some the deadly friend
But to me he's the tall and silent
To me he's slenderman.
 
Zephyr Cullen
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